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Greeting to all parents and students,
 

Welcome to the start of the new year! Let’s all hope 2022 will be a
year of success, happiness, wonderful experiences and of course

Amazing Learning!
 

I cannot tell you how thrilled I am to have everyone back in school and
being able to start the new year in a much more normal way. The

challenges of COVID will still be around for the near future, but the
outlook is increasingly bright. I feel very confident with our SOP at

school and our ability to deal with cases as they pop up,
professionally and efficiently. As always, the safety of our students

is our number one priority.
 

I am very pleased to announce that there have been some significant
improvements around the school over the December break, these

projects are all improving learning and ensuring our school operates
as efficiently as possible. I am particularly thrilled to share details
of our solar power initiative and the development of the new school

cookery room and Primary science lab! Details are all provided in this
newsletter – it is all very exciting!

 
I am also very proud to let you know that our little school is not so

little anymore! We have approximately 650 students on role at the time
of this newsletter and everything suggest we will surpass 700 this

academic year. Growth is a sure measure of a successful school with
happy students, especially in this uncertain time, so I could not be any

prouder of our teachers, admin staff, students, and wider school
community – we are very much the international school of choice in our

area and our growth reflects that.
 

I hope everyone has a wonderful new year full of good struggles and
joy,

 
Best wishes
Mr Martin



Good Morning Everyone, 
 

I hope you have had a lovely break and
enjoyed the festivities. It is wonderful to
know that we have many children back in

school and perhaps we can now begin to enjoy
a return to (a slightly different) normal life. 

 
We have many things happening around school,
not least the completion of our new Primary
library and also our Primary science lab too.
We are welcoming new staff also this term,
and the school is growing and we are getting
better each and every day through our good

struggles. Just a short message from me
today, to say Welcome Back! 

 
Best Regards: 

 
Ms Madeleine 

Head of Primary

Welcome back! I hope that everyone within the Tenby
family had a restful holiday and was able to spend
quality time with those they love. While the floods

have had a devastating impact here in the city, it has
been very inspiring to see all the support, empathy
and kindness demonstrated within the community. In
the coming week, student leaders within Secondary

will be organizing a donation drive to support
families impacted by the flooding who have struggled

through such a difficult time.  
 Despite the flooding events, the spirit here at school
is extremely high as students are thrilled to be back

in classrooms learning and participating in many
extra-curricular programs. For example, the

international I am a Scientist programme is launching
in late January, as is the ISP Film Festival. [see
statement below]. In addition, the student led

assembly team has taken leadership over school
assemblies and the Eco Committee has begun

consolidating plans for achieving Green Flag status
for SEH [see statement below]. 

 While it has been great to have so much energy and
positivity to start the term, the Year 11 group has

taken a much more serious approach as they prepare
for the IGCSE Mock exams. I wish the group the best of
luck on their exams and have full confidence in their

ability to achieve strong results. Their focus,
responsibility, and dedication to studies this year has
been most impressive and an excellent example for

the younger students to follow. 
 

 Take care and stay safe, 
 Jeff Elliott 

 Head of Secondary  



SCHOOL
HIGHLIGHTS

Early Years
OUR NURSERY CHILDREN LEARNED ABOUT CIRCLES IN MATHS. THEY HAD A LOT OF FUN

MAKING PRETTY CIRCLES ON PAPER USING PLASTIC EASTER EGGS AND PLAYDOUGH. THEY

ALSO USED CIRCLES OF VARIOUS SIZES TO CREATE CIRCLE COLLAGES ON A PAPER PLATE.

AMAZING LEARNING, NT CHILDREN! 



IPC Entry Point &
Knowledge Harvest-

4E 
THIS WEEK WE STARTED WITH A NEW UNIT FOR IPC- “PAINTINGS, PICTURES AND

PHOTOGRAPH.” 

FOR THE ENTRY POINT, THE KIDS HAD TO REASSEMBLE BITS OF PICTURES TO FORM A

WHOLE PICTURE. THEY HAD TO DO IT WITHIN THREE MINUTES. THERE WERE A SET OF SIX

PICTURES FOR THEM TO ASSEMBLE. IT WAS A COMPLETE SHEER RACE AGAINST TIME AND

THE KIDS LOVED IT! 

 

FOR THE KNOWLEDGE HARVEST, THE KIDS WERE PUT IN PAIRS AND THEY HAD TO DRAW

ONE HALF OF THEIR PARTNER’S FACE. LATER ON, THE DRAWINGS WERE COMBINED TO

FORM A FULL FACE. WHAT A HILARIOUS TIME THEY HAD. THE KIDS HAD PRODUCED THEIR

VERY OWN PICASSO MASTERPIECES! 



IPC Entry Point &
Knowledge Harvest-

4E 
IN OUR MANDARIN LESSONS, OUR CHILDREN HAVE BEEN BUSY CONSOLIDATING ALL

NUMBERS, PINYIN & TONES THAT WE LEARNT AT THE END OF TERM 1. 

THEY WERE ABLE TO USE THEIR SPEAKING AND LISTENING SKILLS TO RESPOND TO ALL

THE QUESTIONS. NOT ONLY BEING ABLE TO WORK INDEPENDENTLY IN WRITTEN TASK, BUT

OUR CHILDREN ALSO COLLABORATED EFFECTIVELY WITH FRIENDS AND HAD FUN IN THE

NUMBER CHARADES. BESIDES, THEY ALSO MADE SOME BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS

FLASHCARDS BEFORE THEY HAD THEIR HOLIDAYS. 

AMAZING LEARNERS THEY ARE!

 



IPC Entry Point & We
Are What We Eat -

Year 1
CHILDREN IN YEAR 1T WERE MAKING A SILHOUETTE ART PIECE OF ARICAN ANIMALS,

INSPIRED BY THE STORY OF HANDA'S SURPRISE BY EILEEN BROWNE. THIS WAS WELL

LINKED TO THE NEW TOPIC IN IPC "WE ARE WHAT WE EAT" WHERE CHILDREN PLAYED A

SERIES OF FUN GAMES LIKE "FRUIT SALAD" AND THEN THEY KNOW ABOUT HUMAN BODY

AND HOW TO STAY HEALTHY. ALSO THEY DISCUSSED WHAT WERE THEIR QUESTIONS AND

WHAT DO THEY WANT TO KNOW MORE IN THIS TOPIC.



Ms Nadia has been working in Tenby for
quite a few years now and we really

appreciate all her hard work, her
dedication to good struggles and

everything she does for the children in her
care.

 
Did you know that Ms Nadia’s favourite

colour is blue, and her favourite food is
middle Eastern cuisine? Although she is
Malaysian Ms Nadia grew up in Bangkok,

the capital of Thailand and is the eldest of
3 children. 

 
She is an adventurous lady and in her free
time, when she is not planning her lessons,

she likes to take photos and make short
video montages of her adventures!

 
She really is a wonderful, valued member
of our Early Years Team and we are lucky

to have her with us.

The Teacher of the
Week

(Ms Nadia Afiqah
Anura - RE Teacher)



MESSAGES FROM
THE HEADS OF
DEPARTMENT

THE AIM FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION THIS TERM IS TO PROMOTE LIFELONG LEARNING;

RECOGNIZING THE VALUE OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE PHYSICAL, AFFECTIVE AND

COGNITIVE DOMAINS. FURTHERMORE, TO INSTIL INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP IN THE

CONTINUOUS GROWTH NECESSARY TO BE A RESPONSIBLE, PRODUCTIVE, AND CONTRIBUTING

MEMBER OF SOCIETY.

 

PE Department

HUMANITIES
DEPARTMENT

In Term Two, the Humanities Department are looking forward to our annual Humanities
Week, which will start the week beginning on 21st March. Last year we had a range of

cross-curricular competitions such as: tutor groups creating Geography posters, a group
enterprise challenge, and individuals taking photographs of places of local historical

interest. Further details of the competitions and events will be released in the upcoming
weeks. 



MATHS
DEPARTMENT

Pi Day is a yearly celebration of the mathematical constant π (pi). Pi Day is observed on
March 14 (3/14 in the month/day format) since 3, 1, and 4 are the first three significant

digits of π. It was founded in 1988 by Larry Shaw, an employee of the Exploratorium.
Celebrations often involve bake sales or pi memorisation challenge .



ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT

This term, we are diving into the deep pool of literary analysis. Exploring books and
plays such as Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, A Streetcar Named Desire, and Life of Pi. We are

most excited to have some spirited debate as we explore the myriad of social
commentary in our texts.



EAL DEPARTMENT

This term, we are exploring the A1 syllabus to brush away those cobwebs and
make sure every nook and cranny of the English language has been explored. We

are focusing on communication skills and so we are looking forward to having
some lively conversation.



CREATIVE AND
PERFORMING ARTS

DEPARTMENT
A warm welcome from the Creative & Performing Arts Department, the home of arts in
Art & Design Technology, Drama, Information and Communications Technology and Music.

Students will continue their performing arts journey with an emphasis on learning
together and exploring how to apply their learning to real-world situations. 



Tenby School Setia EcoHill Languages
Department

Hello . 你好 . Salam Sejahtera .
வண�க� Bonjour . Zdravstvuyte .

Guten Tag! . Привет . こんにちは
 Hola . هتاف للترحيب . Olá . 안녕하세요 . xin

chào . สวสัดี
 

Hello 你好 Salam Sejahtera வண�க�！
Happy New Year and welcome back to the fresh beginning of exciting Term 2!

 
 It’s wonderful to see school surrounded by Christmas decorations, though soon it will be

turned into red. Yes, you are right! Chinese New Year is approaching quickly, in another
few weeks. Our school is going to celebrate this joyous event on 11th February 2022,

more details to follow! 

Since Year 2022 is going to be the Year of Tiger, would Lion Dance make its return this
year, perhaps wearing a mask?! Stay tuned!

Be sure to check out the amazing works lying on the beautiful Kuala Lumpur city
skyline outside of Bahasa Room 1!

 
Our Key Stage 4 students are all set to endeavour their Mock IGCSE Speaking Test. 

 
Top tips for the candidates? DON’T WORRY, YOU WILL ROCK THIS TEST.



INTERNATIONAL
LEARNING

OPPORTUNITIES AT
TENBY SEH!

I am Tirthana here. Currently, I am in my last year of high school and I hope to finish this
year without any difficulties or unexpected surprises. 

My reason to join the ISP Film Festival was to know more about film direction and
production. I have always had an interest in the cinematic universe, so I want to give my
dream a kick start with ISP's Film Festival. I hope to meet new people from around the
world and share my experiences. I want to know what it takes to put pieces of a film

together! 



The Eco-Committee is responsible for carrying out ways in spreading awareness on
environmental issues. We prepare an Action Plan for students, teachers and parents to
engage in together and work as a team to fulfill our main goal and to make our school
eco-friendlier. Furthermore, it will help empower students to explore environmental
concepts on the importance of learning how to live sustainably. It helps students to

develop new skills such as observation, experimentation, survey, recording, analysis. 
The Eco Committee has already created a few eco-friendly projects in our Eco Garden
which are eight planter boxes, where different type of vegetables are grown in each

box. Each year group is in charge of one box of vegetation. The aquaponic system where
we have a fish tank with small aqua plants on top of them in tubes, uses the tank water

to water the plants. We also have an herb garden where we grow herbs at our Eco
Garden. 

As for our future goals, we have plans to expand our committee beyond the school by
inviting representatives of the PTA, the local government, NGO's, local councils, and

corporations to become members. We will obtain an eco-friendly status for the school
through creating an action plan for the school based on the environmental audit we

carried out last year. The action plain included actions taken such as installing solar
panels, displaying information about Eco-Schools activities on the committee notice

board, establishing an Eco-Code and meeting the criteria of the Eco-Schools Green Flag
Award 

THE ECO
COMMITTEE 



My name is Elliot, and I am a student from 10E. This is my fifth year at this school. I'm
glad to be back in school because a new term is a great time to look for new

possibilities, celebrate events, meet new people, and develop my skill and knowledge on
things I care and love for. I hope everyone has a good term and achieve their own

ambitions, as well as a smooth ride for the remainder of the term! 
 

What I want to accomplish this Year: 
This year I’d like to accomplish a variety of things, such as building better study habits,
improving on my hobbies, minimising the amount of plastic waste to help the environment,
learning more about my country’s history and culture, and most importantly; taking good

care of myself. 
 

What do you hope for the Student Council to accomplish under your leadership? 
Under my leadership, I hope that each member of the student council is able to better
develop their sense of responsibility, leadership and social skills through servicing

school activities. I also believe that the student council will be able to help share the
interests of the students and to celebrate the cultural diversity in this school. 

MESSAGE FROM
STUDENT COUNCIL

PRESIDENT 



Welcome back to school everyone! First, let me introduce myself. My name is Li Wei.
Starting from Term 2, the student led Assembly Team will start to organize the

assembly. Being the assembly team leader, I'm proud of my members for their dedication
and hard work. "Outstanding works are never done by one person. They're done by a team
of people." I appreciate all my team members for their fantastic teamwork, and we are

looking forward to sharing our work to all of you. 
 

MESSAGE FROM
ASSEMBLY
PRESIDENT 





Hello everyone! My name is Allison and I'm the Head Girl of the prefect team. Being in this
position has taught me a lot, especially on the importance of communication. I’ve come to
realize that communication is extremely crucial, and it often decides if a team is going
to succeed. Good communication links unique and interesting ideas together, saves time,

prevents unnecessary trouble, and makes sure everyone is included. Clear
communication builds a great team, and even greater projects! 

MESSAGE FROM
HEAD PREFECTS 

Welcome everyone, my name is Zhi Hang and I represent the head prefect for Tenby
International School Setia Ecohill. During my time, I always had this mindset, “A problem
is a chance for you to do your best.” Problem-solving is the toughest challenge I faced

when I was leading the prefect team. Some problems may seem impossible and
overwhelming, but those are the ones that you can prove to yourself that nothing is

impossible! 



Ms Chen joined Tenby family in 2015, teaching both native and non-native Mandarin
speakers at Tenby Setia Eco Park before joining Tenby Setia EcoHill as one of the pioneer

teachers. 
She defines ‘Amazing Learning’ as the moment when students show perseverance to

achieve their goals and learning outcomes and she loves hearing the students shout,
‘Wow! I get it now!’ 

She believes that developing an interest in a culture is as important as learning the
language and her greatest goal is to help student look forward to learning. 

Her proudest moment is when her students are not only academically successful, but
also respectful, responsible and kind.

 
Teacher pet peeve - getting sneezed or coughed on. 

TEACHER
SPOTLIGHT 



We are pleased to announce that Zhi Hang, Dorothys  and Zhen Huang are collectively the
first runner up of The DATAVIZ Challenge 2021. The competition was organised by the

Faculty of Science and Engineering in Nottingham University. 
The Data Visualisation (DataViz) challenge offered the secondary students aged (15 – 18

years old) a platform to deepen their understanding of the developing area of data
science, more specifically on the analysis of large-scale data. 

The judges chose 8 out of 28 infographics received from participants all across
Malaysia to enter the Grand Final. 

In the final stage of this competition, the students prepared a 5-minute video
presentation in which they described and explained the rational thinking behind the
design that went into their infographic as well as the creation process overall. The

video was played in the Grand Final which was held on 11 December 2021 through a Zoom
meeting. Their video was played in the live Question and Answer session, and they

confidently answered the questions thrown at them by the judges. 
Zhi Hang, Dorothys and Zhen Huang reviewed, analysed the large-scale covid data and
presented the story of the data in an infographic to help readers to understand the

vaccination progress in Malaysia. The team received RM750 for their performance in the
project and they also won another RM 750 for the school. In addition to that, they also

received an E-certificate for participation. Congratulations, Zhi Hang, Dorothys and Zhen
Huang! 

GOING ABOVE AND
BEYOND 



SOLAR ENERGY PROJECT – OVER THE BREAK WORK HAS BEGUN ON INSTALLING HUGE SOLAR

PANEL ARRAYS ATOP BOTH THE SPORTS COMPLEX AND THE BADMINTON HALL. THIS IS A MASSIVE

STEP FORWARD FOR OUR SCHOOL IN BECOMING A GREENER AND MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY

CONSCIOUS SCHOOL. WE ARE HOPING THAT THE ENERGY PRODUCED WILL BE ENOUGH TO PROVIDE

ELECTRICITY TO MOST, IF NOT ALL, OF THE ENTIRE SCHOOL DAY TO DAY! I AM SURE YOU WILL

AGREE THIS IS A WONDERFUL INITIATIVE OF WHICH WE CAN ALL BE VERY, VERY PROUD.

 



NEW FLOORING/TURFING AROUND THE CENTRAL PRIMARY PLAYGROUND

NEW SCIENCE LAB ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE PRIMARY BLOCK

NEW COOKERY/HOME ECONOMICS ROOM ON THE BOTTOM FLOOR OF THE SCIENCE BLOCK

(PREVIOUSLY THE DT ROOM) -THIS WILL BE A BOOKABLE ROOM FOR USE BY ANY CLASS/GROUP

IN THE SCHOOL. ONCE CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETE, WE WILL NEED SOME TIME TO PURCHASE

ALL THE SUNDRY EQUIPMENT NEEDED – BUT VERY SOON WE SHOULD BE ABLE TO SEE CLASSES

USING THE ROOM THROUGHOUT THE DAY. THIS WILL BE A WONDERFUL SPACE THAT WILL

SUPPORT LEARNING FROM EYES, PRIMARY, RIGHT THROUGH TO SECONDARY.

PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE RELOCATION – FROM FINANCE AREA TO THE UPSTAIRS SPACE OUTSIDE

HR. THERE IS ALSO A SMALL NEW MEETING ROOM (6-8 PAX – BESIDE THE CONFERENCE ROOM)

THAT CAN BE BOOKED BY STAFF THROUGH HR, AND FINALLY A SMALL STORAGE ROOM. MISS

ROZITA’S WORKSTATION WILL BE UP IN THE NEW SPACE ALSO – IN CASE YOU CAN’T FIND HER! 

4 NEW WOODEN GAZEBOS WILL BE PLACED (2 IN SECONDARY, 2 IN PRIMARY) OUTSIDE TO

PROVIDE SOME MUCH-NEEDED SHADE

MAIN LIBRARY – AS THE PRIMARY SCHOOL NOW HAS ITS OWN LIBRARY, WE WERE ABLE TO

REALLOCATE SOME OF THE SPACE IN THE MAIN (NOW SECONDARY) LIBRARY; THE 3 NEW

ROOMS ARE A PROCESSING ROOM FOR MISS FAZILAH, AN AV ROOM (COMPLETE WITH

PROJECTOR) FOR STUDENTS TO USE TO PRACTICE PRESENTATIONS ETC AND ANOTHER SMALL

MEETING/STUDY ROOM (8-10 PAX) THESE LAST 2 ROOMS ARE BOOKABLE THROUGH

CONTACTING MISS FAZILAH 

PAINTING WORKS – THE PRIMARY BUILDING IS BEING REPAINTED, IN BLUE, (ALMOST FINISHED)

AND THE SCIENCE BLOCK WILL BE PAINTED IN THE COMING WEEKS – THERE WILL BE NO

DISRUPTION TO CLASSES DURING THE PROCESS. THE LARGE TENBY LOGO SIGNS HAVE ALSO

BEEN REPLACED.

OTHER WORKS AROUND SCHOOL – WE HAVE SEVERAL PROJECTS THAT ARE IN PROCESS NOW,

UNFORTUNATELY THE DEVASTATING FLOODS HAVE CAUSED DELAYS DUE TO DAMAGE IN

FACTORIES ETC – SO WORK WILL CONTINUE INTO THE NEW TERM (AFTER SCHOOL HOURS). OUR

BEST WISHES GO OUT TO THE CONTRACTORS AND ALL OTHER FRIENDS OF THE SCHOOL WHO WERE

IMPACTED BY THE DISASTROUS FLOODING. 

 

 THE NEW PROJECTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

 



REFER A FRIEND
AND RECEIVED A

DISCOUNT ON
YOUR TERM FEE


